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Update from the CEC Chair
Jane Ridler, Chair, CEC

J

ust a few lines to keep you updated
with the recent CEC meetings.
We held two in May, one informal to
practise with Zoom and then a formal
one a fortnight later. The trial session
went encouragingly well, with almost all
trustees and County Secretaries present. There were only three
apologies and the technology was ably controlled by Jan Tutton,
trustee of Chelmsford Division. Everybody managed, many being
adept, and the system was approved as suitable for supporting
formal meetings in the future. As in the divisions and at large in
the community, the use of Zoom is becoming commonplace!
We shared ideas and information about the many ways that the
Divisions have engaged with the challenge of maintaining local
beekeeping support and education in a virtual way, although the
social side of things is more problematical. We have also addressed
the main County events of the year and are progressing the CIO
conversion. Tony Rand will be writing an article in the magazine
to encourage all members to engage with the consultation when
it is published. The Honey Show Committee is looking at ways of
having an adapted Honey Show later in the year, but predictably,
the Orsett Show is cancelled in September. No large gathering will
be planned. They are researching to see if there might be a huge
increase in interest for entering show classes, as many people
have more spare time, or conversely, a decrease in enthusiasm.
More information will be forthcoming from Michael Webb and the
committee as they work on the project. The County Conference
hosted by Chelmsford in 2020, has been postponed in total
until the following Autumn. In order to keep the other duties of
the Host Division in sync, they have gallantly offered to cover
the refreshments for the AGM and Honey Show in 2021, which
is good news when we consider what an excellent spread we
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had at the AGM in March. We are investigating holding the Ted
Hooper Memorial Lecture at the Wax Chandlers’ Hall next year,
when Anthony Bickmore of Harlow Division will be the Master of
the Company.
Looking at training, after encountering some problems with the
Spring capitation and eR2, our new Treasurer, Pat Allen will be
organising a virtual meeting of Divisional Treasurers to share best
practice and iron out some of the glitches. Hopefully, it will be as
useful as the Train the Trainers Day in February.
Meanwhile, I trust everyone is keeping well and perhaps managing
to enjoy a bit more time for their beekeeping as well as supporting,
at a distance, those who might not be able to inspect their hives
because of lockdown.
Stay well & safe.
Jane Ridler, Chair, CEC

The Bee Shed
Local beekeeping supplies with everything you need for your honey bees
Open by Appointment: Please call Wendy on 07764 609 803 or contact
via the website www.beeshedstock.co.uk to arrange a time on the following
days:
Mon 1.30pm—5.30pm

Wed 8.30am—12.30pm

Thurs 1.30pm—5.30pm

Sat

8.30am—12.30pm

Closed on Bank Holidays

Meepshole, Great Prestons Lane,
Stock, Essex CM4 9RL
Approved National Bee Supplies Stockist and Distributor
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The healthy brood box: foul brood

By Katy Langley and Salma Attan, Essex Bee Health Officers

L

ast year Essex experienced a serious outbreak of European
Foul Brood (EFB); there are likely to be high levels in our
area for the next few years. Keeping strong colonies reduces the
likelihood of the bacteria (Melissococcus plutonius) establishing
itself in your apiary.
Familiarise yourself with the signs and symptoms of EFB and AFB
(American Foul Brood: Paenibacillus larvae). Log in to Beebase
and try the eLearning quiz.
Good apiary hygiene and performing a specific inspection for
disease will help contain the outbreak. Replacing old brood comb
and Shook Swarm are useful techniques to decrease the chance
of Foul Brood becoming established.
EFB and AFB are notifiable diseases, so you must contact your
local Seasonal Bee Inspector if you think you have spotted the
symptoms.
Which of the following photos show EFB? (Answers next month!)

Picture 1

Picture 2

Picture 3

Articles appearing in The Essex Beekeeper are not necessarily the views
either of the Editor or the Essex Beekeepers’ Association
To ensure inclusion within the diary of county-wide events would Divisions
provide the editor with details of local meetings by the 4th of the previous
month.
Robert Silver – robert.silver@outlook.com
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Meetings in July 2020
Members are more than
welcome to attend another
Division’s Zoom meeting. Just
contact the Division and talk to
the relevant co-ordinator.
Please note that all of these
meetings are subject to
Government COVID-19 rules
that may be in place. Please
check with the Division, too, to
ensure that the event is running.

02

21

19:30 – 20:30 - tba,
Chelmsford Division
Address: tbc

22

19:30 – 21:30 - Abberton
Native Bee Project by Kevin
Thorn, Southend Division
Address: WI Hall, Bellingham
Lane, Rayleigh, SS6 7ED

20:00 - 22:00 - tba, Harlow
Division
Address: tbc

02

20:00 - 22:00 - tba,
Romford Division
Address: tbc

09

19:30 - 21:30 - Preparing
for Winter
Address: Thaxted Day Centre,
2 Vicarage Ln, Thaxted,
Dunmow CM6 2RL
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E: cjlallen@gmail.com
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The Essex Beekeeper
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Editor & Advertising: Robert Silver
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Web site: Nick Holmes
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Romford 		
Sue Richardson		
T: 07971-957333
Saffron Walden		
Vanessa Wilkinson
T: 07747-506000
Southend		 Pat Holden		
T: 01702-477592
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Foundationless frames

By John Eaden, Manchester and DBA, via eBees

L

ast year I came across the idea of using some foundationless
frames in my hives. Instead of fitting frames with wired wax
foundation the frames are fitted with starter strips fixed under the
top bar. To give some lateral stability to the comb two bamboo
skewers are fitted through holes drilled in the top bar and secured
by push fit or with a spot of PVA glue.
The starter strips give the bees a point to which to anchor the wax
comb which they draw downwards in three sections. Eventually
these merge together to fill the frame with comb.
Advantages of using foundationless frames are several
•

Using less wax foundation reduces the cost of each frame

•

There are no residues in the wax comb, which could be a selling
point if you put these frames into supers and sell the resulting
honeycomb.

•

The bees choose to build a variety of cell sizes to suit themselves
as they are not constrained by the prepared pattern on the wax.

•

Foundationless frames are good for setting up a bait hive. The
empty space in the box is more like a hollow tree trunk which
they may find attractive when scouting out a potential new
home.

Possible drawbacks
•

Before the comb is fully built it may require slightly more careful
handling during inspections.

•

There is more drone comb built, although often the bees build
comb with drone cells in one third and worker comb in the
other two.

I began by inserting just one or two foundationless frames into a
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brood box. This year I plan to increase the number and am waiting
for the opportunity to put a full box of such frames in.
As well as the usual top bars side bars and bottom bars of your

choice, making up the frames requires additionally:
2 of 3 or 4 mm bamboo skewers - these usually come in 300 mm
length
3 of wooden lolly sticks - 115 mm x 9 mm
3 or 4mm drill bit and frame nails - I use a TAC wise electric nail gun
with 15 mm brad nails which speeds up frame nailing.
Mark out top bar into thirds—for National frames this means
spacing of 115 mm
Drill two 3 or 4mm holes through the bars to receive the two
skewers.
Assemble the frame with side and bottom bars

Push the bamboo skewers through the holes and secure with a
spot of PVA if necessary - if they fit tightly a push fit may suffice.
Cut off the excess length.
9
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Secure the lolly sticks to the top bar with PVA glue —they might
need trimming a little. Then nail the retaining bar up as tight as you
can get to hold the lolly sticks in place.
That’s it! Put the frame or frames into your hive and observe how
they build the comb.
The images show a partly drawn frame and one which is nearly
completely drawn.
I should credit Dave Evans who writes The Apiarist blog for the
idea of trying these frames.

Five beekeeping crimes

By Peter Bound SBKA, via eBees
Having kept bees for a number of years, I thought I might share
with you the five beekeeping crimes I feel our beekeepers perform
too often. I’m sure you all have your own preferences to what yours
are, if so please share with the membership.
1. Opening a hive without a plan. Each time you open a hive you are
committing a home invasion. Know exactly why you are opening
the hive and what you hope to learn. Once you have discovered
what you need to know get out. Temperature readings in hives
decrease after beekeeper intrusion and much energy is spent
trying to get the bees lives back to normality again. Too much
meddling is counterproductive and I know in my early beekeeping
years I was doing this far too often.
2. Following advice that doesn’t come with a reason If a friend
or mentor tells you to do something and they can’t give reason,
don’t do it. Why anyone would do something to a beehive without
a reason baffles me. It may turn out to be good advice but if there
is no reason to do it how will you learn anything? How will you
know why you are doing it, or if you should ever do it again? Why
should always be your first question.
3. Cutting out all the queen cells We are soon likely to find queen
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cells in our colonies as we approach the swarming season. One
of the biggest mistakes beginners make are cutting out all the
queen cells without knowing why, in a state of panic, then not
understanding why the colony failed to raise a new queen without
realising the colony had already swarmed. This goes back to
ignoring the basics and following advice without a reason. There
are times to cut out queen cells and times to welcome them. The
beekeepers job is to know the difference.
4. Failing to recognise a nectar shortage If you fail to recognise
a nectar shortage bad things can happen to your bees (namely
they can starve). Your colony may be invaded by wasps, robbed
by bees from another colony. These outcomes can be solved with
good management, you can protect your bees by reducing the
entrance, you can feed your bees when the weather is poor and
they can’t fly for prolonged periods. The list of options is endless,
but if you fail to recognise the problem it will result in a dead colony.
5. Harvesting honey too soon Of all the beekeeping crimes I think
this one is repeated more than any other and it comes from being
impatient. As soon as beekeepers get their first super full they can’t
wait to get it off and extracted. Too many colonies are lost through
starvation after beekeepers have removed the first harvest, mainly
after the oil seed rape when the colonies are getting strong, and
failed to replenish with syrup. Especially if the weather turns bad
as soon as the super is removed.
I was always taught to take one super for yourself and leave one
with the bees, after all they have worked their socks off to gather
their stores, and nobody is going to convince me that syrup can
replace honey as a good food source for bees. Dead bees don’t
produce any honey.
In Summary:
Mastering the art of beekeeping is a process. Don’t try to go
treatment free, raise queens, try out all types of hives, get 20
colonies in your first or second year. Take your time do it slowly,
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you will be a better beekeeper for it. Have a good beekeeping year
and stay safe in these difficult times.

The flight of the honeybee

By John Eaden, Manchester DBA, via eBees
Watching the newly promoted bees take their orientation flights
outside their home prompted me to wonder about just how these
insects manage it. Of course bees have had the advantage of 130
million years or so of evolution to help them achieve the ability
to fly. So, although I have often read that aerodynamic theory
suggests that it’s impossible for an insect to fly, that says more
about the what the theory lacks, and what we don’t yet understand.
This article attempts to explain a bit more about bee flight.
When a bee takes off it first sends a nerve impulse to its direct flight
muscles to get the wings beating at over 200 times per second.
By making adjustments to the angle and shape of its wings as they
flap up and down the bee can alter the power and direction of
the forces which lift it up into the air against gravity and propel it
forward through the air in flight. The precise details of how insects
fly is very difficult to discover. Although much ingenuity and effort
has been put into research there is still a great deal which is
unknown because the processes are very complex. We can only
marvel at how evolution has produced such complexity in so small
a creature.
The basic principles of aerodynamics are that when air flows faster
its pressure drops. An aircraft wing has a curved shape which makes
the air flow faster over the upper surface. This means the slower
air below the wing is at a higher pressure than the air above—this
results in an upward force on the wing called lift.
In bees some of the lift is generated in this way, but because the
wings are flapping up and down other ways of generating lift
come into play. Rapidly spinning columns of air, called vortices,
are created around the edges of the flapping wings. The air inside
each vortex is at a lower pressure which causes additional lift.
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Calculations suggest that this extra lift is several times greater than
would be expected from smooth airflow over a static wing. The
humming sound a bee produces is related to the repeated puffs of
air in the vortices around the wings.
The honeybee has two pairs of wings attached to the thorax. Each
wing is a thin membrane of cuticle with a framework of veins which
help to support and stiffen it.
“A bees’ wings beat with a frequency of around 230 times per
second”
The smaller rear wing has a set of hooks (hamuli) which hooks it to
the forewing during flight. Presumably it is easier to fold and stow
two separate wings when not flying, and the extra surface area of
the combined wings is needed to generate sufficient lift.

To make the wings beat the thorax has sets of muscles which make
the thorax squeeze in two directions—up and down and left to
right. Each set of muscles contracts alternately and squeezes the
thorax rhythmically, pushing its roof up and down. The pulsations
of the thorax pull on the wings to make them flap. This can happen
so rapidly because these indirect muscles are activated when
they are stretched. As one set of muscles contracts after being
activated the thorax deforms and stretches the other set which in
turn is activated and contracts. The main flight muscles keep the
thorax pulsing automatically once they have been set in motion.
The whole process is started by a separate direct flight muscle
which is made to contract by a nerve signal from the bees flight
control centre.
Watching a worker bee flying you cannot fail to be impressed by
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the high degree of control that it has in taking off, gaining height
very quickly, banking and turning and then accelerating away on a
foraging flight. When she arrives at a forage site she descends and
hovers briefly in front of a flower possibly reversing and changing
her mind before deciding to land to collect some nectar or pollen.
She then takes off and flies to the next flower. Once laden with
her load of nectar and pollen she has to increase the power of her
wings to lift the extra weight in order to return to the hive. As she
descends she adjusts her body position and lowers her legs to
create more drag to slow her down for a hopefully safe landing at
the hive entrance, folding her wings and entering the nest.
All of these aerobatic manoeuvres are achieved by adjustments
to the angle of the wings as they beat and changes to the shape
of the wing surface. This can alter the direction and size of the
aerodynamic forces on each wing to generate more or less lift or
to change the balance between forward thrust and lift.
Flying requires a lot of energy. Flight muscles in the thorax need
three basic things to work—a good supply of fuel, oxygen and a
suitably high temperature. Fuel is derived from the sugars in honey
and oxygen comes directly from the atmosphere through specially
large tracheae in the thorax. The flow of oxygen is assisted by
the pumping action of the thorax during flight. The enzymes
involved in the chemical reactions that release energy require a
temperature of at least 28OC to function effectively. In flight the
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thoracic muscles reach temperature of about 460C The bee warms
up her flight muscles by vibrating them before take off and using
the heat generated by the muscles themselves. The need for high
temperature means bees rarely fly at below 100C.
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